EMBEDDED DEVICE
IOT SECURITY

YOUR “SMART” DEVICE COULD BE YOUR ORGANIZATION’S LARGEST VULNERABILITY
With the advent of smart homes, wearable fitness devices and just about everything from
refrigerators to cars having Internet connectivity, the Internet of Things (IoT) is growing
exponentially. In fact, Cisco estimates that the number of devices connected to the Internet
will rise from 15 billion today to 50 billion by 2020.
There’s no question that this presents grave security concerns. Just one vulnerability in a
“smart” product can quickly turn into a dozen or more major security issues when considering
multiple IoT devices in an interconnected home or business.

SECURITY FOR ALL OF
YOUR NETWORK DEVICES

IoT may be the latest in cutting-edge technology, but it potentially exposes systems and
networks to a wide variety of malicious attacks. Vulnerable firmware codes and re-use of
vulnerable software/firmware libraries can result in significant security concerns.
Embedded devices face numerous security challenges, including

CRITICAL FUNCTIONALITY

PATCHING ISSUES

Embedded devices control transportation
infrastructure, power and utilities, communications
systems and more. Interruption of such services
could be catastrophic.

Because of their simple architecture, embedded devices are not
easily upgraded or patched. Remote access capabilities must be
designed and examined to ensure that they can adequately deploy
security updates.

LIFE CYCLES

SECURITY ASSUMPTIONS

Embedded devices are usually deployed for much longer
periods than servers, workstations or personal mobile
devices. Because of this, they must be engineered to
endure evolving security requirements and threats over
many years.
DEPLOYMENT LOCATION
Many embedded devices are deployed outside of a
corporate environment and are connected directly to the
Internet, which makes them most susceptible to attack.

PROPRIETARY AND INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS
Embedded devices can sometimes use proprietary
technologies and protocols that are not well protected or
monitored by standard security tools.

Historically, many have considered embedded devices to be an
unrealistic target for malicious attackers due to their proprietary
configuration. This is no longer the case - embedded devices are
just as much of a target as anything else.

REPLICATION
Embedded systems are often mass-produced and
deployed widely. That means that an attack against
one device could also be carried out across others.

If you’ve never performed a Penetration Test on these devices, you may have entry points into your network
that you never anticipated. Our team of hackers can test all of your embedded systems, such as routers,
firewalls, gateway controllers, remote access devices, and other internet-connected devices.

OUR SERVICES
Revbits provides various types of testing and analysis for IoT devices based on your needs and capabilities.
For a general system-level vulnerability test, Revbits performs a “black box” test, considering the inputs
and outputs of each device and their susceptibility to exploitation.
If your organization needs a more detailed review, Revbits offers source code analysis to fully
understand the device in question.
Our skilled team analyzes cryptography, hardcoded keys, firmware signatures, vulnerable libraries, code
vulnerabilities, OS command injection and possible backdoors. Specific areas of the assessment include

Data Flow Analysis - our team traces data inputs and outputs, including storage and destruction, to look
for vulnerabilities.
Control Flow Analysis - by examining your code and identifying all of the logical paths through your
code, RevBits can identify and help you mitigate unforeseen consequences.
Structural Analysis - this portion of the test evaluates the security of the entire embedded system
architecture and its subsystems, including physical deployment characteristics.
Configure Analysis - the RevBits team will assess the security configuration of the system’s components
to ensure that they are adequately configured for secure usage.
Semantic Analysis - as an added bonus, RevBits will examine the system’s code base and look for
vulnerabilities that could be linked to the application’s environment.
Pre-development and pre-deployment testing and analysis on IoT devices.

Deliverables
As a part of our comprehensive security assessment, RevBits provides a report detailing
Analysis of each embedded system or IoT device
Graphical penetration testing results
Code security review
Customized vulnerability remediation roadmap and strategic
recommendations

Our Team
RevBits includes hardware and embedded device specialists
who enjoy the challenge of dismantling hardware in search of
vulnerabilities. They’ve even been known to develop
fully-functional remote root exploits. Our experts are on retainer
with some of the largest cyber security companies in their field;
those companies come to us because of our superior skill and
experience that comes with handling thousands of security
incidents per year. From dissecting hardware to assessing

IOT

Why We're Better
Our team is contracted by customers all over the world, including other large security companies! We're regularly sought after because of our top-notch
expertise and innovative approaches to security, which ultimately protect your business against the most dangerous security threats.
Our team is made up of highly motivated overachievers with incredible attention to detail, and are regarded as experts in their field. Each team member
specializes in different types of suspicious activity and brings a laser sharp focus to their assessments. Each team member has the experience that comes
with working on millions of systems and witnessing real attacks in progress.
Our process results in immediate, improved security for all of the digital aspects of your business.
Our secure portal allows you to review the status of your assessment in real time. You can also securely communicate with our team and ask questions
while our investigation is proceeding. In addition, the portal is secured using the very best security practices, thereby ensuring that only you (and those
you designate) have access to our investigation and findings. Your sensitive data never sits in a generic data store and is never mixed with other client
data.
Our team provides actionable results. You can't improve your security if you can't understand our findings and deliverables. We boil our results down into
simple, actionable information and steps you can take to increase your security right now. We also walk you through every aspect of our report.

